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Huaquan Village Artist
Introductions
華泉小村藝術家介紹

Painting &Calligraphy

INTRODUCTION

Fernanda Gonzalez Latrecchiana
Artist Profile
Born December 5, 1965, Fernanda studied Art in Buenos Aires where she earned a
masters degree in Fine Arts. Additionally, she studied sculpture and classic bronze
casting with Walter Gavito for five years.
She spent five years in California, U.S.A. where she developed different techniques
on faux finishes such as trompe l`oeil (illusion perspective art). Some of her main
pieces were stunning sky landscapes on ceilings, and this soon became her
expertise.

Achievements：
•

Board Member of The Global Mural
Association since 2015

•

Mural artist with recognized
internationally murals

•

Professor in Buenos Aires

At Hua Quan：Resident Art Professor

Her most renowned pieces can be found in California - USA, Patagonia Argentina, Buenos Aires - Argentina, Rochester - NY, Canada, and Longhu
mountain - China. The History of a Dream was commissioned by Juvenal Chavez,
in 2010, for one of the twenty-five Food centers (Mi Pueblo Food Center) in the
city of Pittsburg, California. It is a 40-meter (140 foot) mural that is composed of
six grand scale sequences in which every scene was painted by hand. The story is
about the Mexican people and their history in America.

Since 2015, she has been a Board member of The Global Mural Association. With
the organization, she has assisted city managers and organizers with international
mural conferences. The organization’s goal is to help these cities and small towns
amplify their identity and value and increase their tourism. She currently works as
a professor in Buenos Aires teaching different painting techniques to students of
all ages and levels in her studio.

Wei Ligang - 魏立剛

INTRODUCTION
Artist Profile

Wei Ligang was born in Datong, Shanxi in 1964. He graduated from Tianjin Nankai
University in 1985 with a major in mathematics.
In 1995, he moved to Beijing as a freelance artist. In 1999, his work, The Vineyard,
was curated by the British Museum and selected as the most impressive Chinese
modern calligraphy exhibition.

Achievements:
•

The current vice president of the Chinese
Modern Calligraphy Art Society

•

He was sensationalized in the art world for his planning of the Ba-Shu Dianbing Retrospective of Modern Chinese Calligraphy at the End of the 20th Century. He
won the Rockefeller Foundation-ACC Art Award in 2004 and went to the United
States to study art after holding a solo exhibition in Hong Kong.

President of International Book and Image

123456712345

Society
•

"Oriental Abstractism", the chief curator of

946481664@qq.com

the Global Joint Vision Exhibition
•

Founder of Weiguan International Artist
Exchange Center

At Hua Quan: Abstract Art Works for Sale

Golden Branch Black Plum Blossom，2013

Peacock Emerald, 2018

INTRODUCTION

Ding Zhongbing - 丁忠兵

Artist Profile
In Yingtan, Ding Zhongbing is a famous cultural celebrity. He studied Chinese painting at Nankai
University under Fan Zeng, a professional painter. In 2016, the Ding Zhongbing Painting and
Calligraphy Exhibition was held at the National Palace Museum in Taipei, which was a collection of
the Chinese paintings.
The design of the Fou Dao postcard won the national favorite postcard award. The exhibition also
launched the filming of works such as the Eagle Shooting Heroes. Mr. Ding Zhongbing is the
spokesperson of Longhushan. The most famous work of Longhushan national stamps are those in
which the smog, mountains, and rivers are heavily used.
Chinese painting often showcases the charm, the realm, and the ethereal doorway.

Achievements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To be selected as the highest-ranking stamp in Jiangxi Province, Ding has had to paint more than
300 pieces, before he finally stood out from more than 600 stamp designers across the country. A
goal that took him two and a half years to achieve.

Longhushan image spokesperson
Dragon Tiger Mountain National Stamp Designer
Winner of the Chinese Calligraphy Lanting Award of the Central
Propaganda Department
Member of the Chinese Calligraphers Association
Received the Yingtan Municipal Government Literature Award
Visiting Professor, University of International Business and
Economics

At Hua Quan: Chinese art paintings, Longhushan Tourism Cultural
Creation Exhibition, Calligraphy Teaching

This set of Dragon Tiger Mountain is a national stamp that is a three-vote ticket.
The three stamps can be regarded as a complete painting, that when torn apart,
has another scenery. The stamp issue of Longhushan in the past was marked
Tianshifu No.. When the stamps were issued, the National People's Bureau of the
People's Republic of China agreed that the birthplace of culture was in
Longhushan, and the dragon and tiger were established. The positioning of the
mountain is known as “Taoist ancestral court".

INTRODUCTION

Artist Profile

Bao Zewei - 包澤偉

Bao Zewei, born in Jiujiang, Jiangxi, is a native of Jining, Shandong. At the
77th level, he was admitted to the Fine Arts Department of the Art
Department of Gannan Normal University. After graduation, he was
appointed as an art teacher. In 1986, he was transferred to the Zhuhai
Special Administrative Region as an art editor of the art special edition. He
also graduated from the Macao University of Science and Technology
Management School with a master's degree in Art market and art gallery
management. In 2007, he became the first curator of the Gu Yuan Art
Museum.

Achievements:
• National level artist
• The first curator of the Gu Yuan
Art Museum
• Member of China Artists
Association
• Director of Beijing Contemporary
Chinese Freehand Oil Painting
Research Institute
• Member of the Southern China
Oil Painting Landscape Painting
School
• Executive Vice President of
Guangdong Provincial Art
Museum Association

The characteristics of his works are reflected in three aspects: one is to
emphasize the form and expression of the plastic art in the works, the vivid
contrast of the light and color of the visual art, and the two-dimensional
composition of the work. The second is to emphasize the richness of the
subject matter of the work, the romantic sentiment and appeal of the
artistic conception. The third is to emphasize the realistic and freehand
brushwork of painting, the expressiveness of abstract art and the true,
beautiful feelings of the works. Bao said that he began to paint when he
was a child. He studied art in his youth, then went to Zhuhai to work as an
art editor, went to Europe and the United States to study oil painting art,
engaged in oil painting art creation, and became the curator of the art
museum. These experiences have deepened his extensive contact with
various styles. The various painting styles have brought his paintings into
the roving school, Barbizon, Impressionism, Nabie and Fauvism styles, with
light and shadow changes, color comparisons, form formations, and rich
At Hua Quan: Landscape Still Life Oil colors. His painting expresses the freehand feelings of beauty.
Painting Art Exhibition

The Fragrance of Shangri-La

The fishing port of summer

INTRODUCTION

Wang Jincai - 王金才
Artist Profile
Wang Jincai was born in 1958 in the Keqianqian Banner of Inner Mongolia. He is a
national first-class artist and a first-class calligrapher. His works have been collected
by many people from China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and Thailand, Europe, the
United States, Malaysia, Singapore, and Southeast Asia. The artistic achievements are
included in many books such as "The 100th Anniversary of Chinese Calligraphers"
and "Chinese Art Everyone". He spent 14 years painting the 50-meter long scroll
"Wan Niu Big World", which is well-known at home and abroad.

[The next stroke of the pen is divided into three pictures]
Jincai is very skilled in ink painting, and he can complete a painting in just a
few minutes. This is a god-like skill. He was once invited by the government
to show performances at the Shanghai World Expo in 2010. In addition, he
was invited to perform on TV. The unique painting skills of the national artist
Wang Jincai can be observed by the students.
Achievements:
• National first-class artist, calligrapher
• Zhongnanhai National Gift Center Artist
• Member of the Artists Association of the Oriental Art Museum
• Member of the Chinese Painting and Calligraphy Art Committee
• Visiting Professor, Oriental Academy of Arts
• Member of the Chinese Painting and Calligraphy Research
Academy Art Committee
At Hua Quan: calligraphy and painting, calligraphy art goods,
Chinese painting teaching

INTRODUCTION

Xi Libo -郗力波
Artist Profile
Xi Libo was born in Linchuan, Jiangxi Province in 1964. He graduated from the Fine
Arts Department of Jiangxi Normal University in 1989. Since childhood, he has been
winning awards, many for his paintings. He said frankly: "The famous art talents in
Lichuan have been my teachers." In 1986, Li Libo entered the painting studio of
Santianzeng (Sanyou Painting Society), a famous painter from Fujian Jinjiang, and
began to paint oil paintings. He became the first oil painter in China and began his
career in oil painting. In 1987, he attended to Fuzhou Normal University for art major
training.

About the Art Shop

Achievements:
•

Vice Chairman of Jiangxi Fuzhou Artists
Association

•

Director of Jiangxi Artists Association

•

Tiandi Gallery special painter

At Hua Quan: oil painting art exhibition,
sketch & oil painting portrait drawing,
Sketch & Oil Painting Skills Teaching

Mr. Xi has three studios in HuaQuan. The 181 studio is the main creative space for the
teacher. The 182 studio is the space for teachers to communicate with other artists.
The 200 studio is the main venue for the exhibition. Among the works sold in the 200
studios, most of them are art products and the styles are diverse. There are works that
emphasize the taste of art style and works that use strong contrast or thick colors. The
theme is mainly landscape paintings or characters. The paintings strive to show the
scenery of nature. The goal of the figure painting is to reproduce classical portraits
and paintings and use superb techniques will make the famous paintings vivid.

946481664@qq.com

Yang Jirong - 楊吉榮

INTRODUCTION
Artist Profile

He is the founder of Shilong Oil Painting and a responsible professional oil
painter from Jiangxi’s “town of oil painting”. In 1985, after Yang Jirong
graduated from junior high school, he worked at home for two years. At
that time, a Shanghai-based educated youth named Gu Guoxin opened a
training class for art and sculpture at the Lichuan County Cultural Center.
Yang Jirong signed up for training and was taught by Gu Guoxin to study
Linyi oil painting. This is how he transformed from a farmer to a
professional oil painter.
Due to his family and survival needs, he couldn't ask the other artists to ask
for things outside his sphere. Therefore, he only chose to engage in the
business of oil painting, so that he could not only support his family but
also have more time to paint. The works created by oil painting are
commissioned by customers. This includes proposition writing which can
Experience:
sometimes reduce creative freedom. He founded the Sloan oil painting and
• Member of the Jiangxi Artists Association,
set up a training class, hoping to provide a platform for children who like to
• Fuzhou City Arts and Crafts Master
draw. Not only that, but he also opened a drawing class for disabled
• Vice Chairman of the Lichuan County Artists Association,
people, teaching children with disabilities to paint freely, helping them to
• President of Lichuan County Oil Painting Industry
take orders so that they can support themselves and find their own value.
Association
• Member of Fuzhou Municipal Political Consultative
Conference and Standing Committee of Lichuan County
CPPCC
At Hua Quan: Oil Painting Art Exhibition, Watercolor & Oil
Painting Skills Class Teaching

INTRODUCTION

Chen Qiuzhi - 陳求之

Artist Profile

Achievements:
•

Inspire the initiation of words

•

Calligraphy innovator

•

Founder of Shenzhen Sun
Mountain Art Center

At Hua Quan: Chen Qiuzhi's Art
Exhibition

Born in the Sun Mountain in Wangjiang County,
Anhui Province in 1965, he learned from his parents.
In junior high school, amid his schooling, he became
obsessed with Yan Zhenqing’s book and began to
study Chinese calligraphy. In the early spring of 1992,
he went to Shenzhen to engage in the production of
Western oil paintings, and gained unique artistic
insights in the day-to-day reproduction. In 2006, in
the Shenzhen Dafen Oil Painting Village, the
Shenzhen Sun Art Center was built in the form of old
house renovation. Since 2007, he has revived rice
paper and brushed in his own architectural space to
create a collection of unique "modern book art"
works. These works, stemming from the aesthetics of
modern people, have freed the format and norms of
traditional calligraphy. The works boldly use the
Chinese characters as the basic material of artistic
creation, which not only retains the basic factors in
traditional calligraphy but also incorporates modern
painting art.

Retreat
35×140cm
Paper ink.

Yu Yuan
35×140cm
Paper ink

Traditional
Craft

INTRODUCTION

Xiong Jun - 熊軍
Artist Profile
Xiong Jun, aka Meng Jing (land). He graduated from Jiangxi Normal University in
1991. He currently serves at the Jingdezhen Ceramic History Museum and is talented
at modern ceramic creation, glaze color, comprehensive decoration, and creating
pure and delicate blue and white landscapes and flowers and birds. The work Plajolo
Polomito Heart Sutra won the China Arts and Crafts Creation Exhibition Century Cup
Excellence Award. Additionally, CCTV’s Folk-Art Collection program has featured
special reports on its style of creation.

Accomplishments:
• Senior craft artist
• Member of China Arts and
Crafts Society
At Hua Quan：
Porcelain prints, pottery, burnt
pottery

He has been praised as "the collector's favorite ceramic artist”. It is not just the price
of his work, but his adventurous spirit in dealing with art. He has the courage to
challenge new themes and create new techniques. Each creation adds a new picture
that is unique. His enthusiasm for pottery and the heart of this "playing" art have
remained for 30 years and has yet to ease. Xiong Jun's works include but are not
limited to the styles of porcelain prints, pottery carvings, and burnt pottery. His 30year qualifications and his beautiful creations have established his position in the
ceramic industry.
Xiong Jun is famous for his Waves creations
such as Sea wave and Treading Wave. The
Western oil painting techniques are used to
sketch the waves on the pottery plate. It is the
first of this technique in Jingdezhen. This great
work is attributed to Xiong Jun’s Western
painting skills and his accomplishments in
ceramic art.

INTRODUCTION

Chen Wenwu - 陳文武
Artist Profile
Chen Wenwu is a representative inheritor of Huai Yuxi's craftsmanship in the production of
intangible cultural heritage projects. Jiangxi Yushan ruled the family at 14 years old. From
the teacher's art, the carving of pots and gold stone carvings have high attainments, lectures
at the Central Academy of Fine Arts and other institutions of higher learning, he has learned
a great deal. His works have won the "Hundred Flowers Award" in China's arts and crafts, the
Chinese folk art "Shanhua Award" nomination, the China Population Culture Award and
other national awards, and were selected to be exhibited in many countries and regions,
which is of great value for viewing and collection. He was once called "Yi Lin Xin Xiu" by the
famous art history theorist and the doctoral tutor of the China Academy of Art. He has made
unremitting efforts for the promotion and inheritance of the traditional culture of the
Chinese nation!

About the Art Shop

Achievements:
•Chinese traditional craft master
•Chinese senior craft artist
•Member of the Chinese Folk
Literature and Art Association
•Member of China Arts and Crafts
Society
•Studio service: Huai Yuxi, jade rock
pot, yellow wax stone art exhibition,
customized engraving

Chen Wenwu Skill Master Studio is composed of "China's Top Ten Folk Artists, Chinese
Handicraft Masters, Chinese Traditional Crafts Masters, and Intangible Cultural Heritage
Inheritors". Chen Wenwu was founded in Beijing in 2004 and is dedicated to design,
development, production and management. The jade series of stone carvings, Xiabu art,
metal and other cultural products are the leading handicraft workshops that have the
purpose of "passing the treasures of folk culture, highlighting regional art characteristics;
carrying forward national and traditional skills and innovating green cultural economy".
The main design and development of Huai Yuzhe is the jade rock pot. The shop also special
izes in the design of stone art such as yellow wax stone, Shangrao stone; involved in the
series of non-legacy projects of Xinzhou Xiab art, Jiangxi copper art.

INTRODUCTION

Artist Profile

Jiang Yinhu - 蔣隱虎

Jiang Yinhu was born in Jingdezhen, Jiangxi Province in January 1976. He graduated
from Jingdezhen City College in 1998. Influenced by the Jingdezhen ceramics industry
and elders, he has been committed to the production and sales of ceramics since he
graduated from university. In the month of the establishment of the Yiyizhai Ceramics
Studio, after Jingdezhen discovered the large-scale purple sand mine in 2015, it
successively inspected and developed the Jingdezhen Zisha products. In March 2017, it
established Jingdezhen Yujing Zisha Co., Ltd. In 2017, the company was selected by the
Jiangxi Provincial Department of Commerce to participate in the Xi'an Silk Fair and the
Qinghai Xining Fair in Qinghai. The Jingdezhen Yujing Zisha products were well
received by people from all walks of life.

About the Art Shop
Jingdezhen Yujing Zisha is the first company in Jingdezhen City to use Zisha as its main
industry. It develops and produces all kinds of purple sand pots, cups, office cups, tea
trays, tea tables, ornaments, and other purple sand crafts. At the same time, it
organizes various promotional activities for purple sand culture and art. Zisha tea set is
a unique hand-made clay art in China. It blends Chinese culture in production and
sculpture. It is tea-scented and keeps the color and fragrance of tea than other kinds of
teapots. Therefore, the good purple tea set is high quality.
At Hua Quan: purple sand crafts,
ceramic art teaching

Purple sand backflow incense

Cao Jenfei - 曹劍飛

INTRODUCTION
Artist Profile

Cao Jianfei specializes in the field of mahogany art. In business management. Starting
from the small handicraft business in the 1990s, when he went to Guangxi in 1999, he
found that there are many redwood resources in neighboring Vietnam. He experienced
and product ordering. Through the low tide of tourism, he found a supplier of mahogany
beads. Now, he runs a mahogany furniture brand "Bo Longtang" and manages the ecommerce. The creation of the Arctic Pavilion Redwood Culture and Copper Culture
Exhibition Hall allow for the traditional crafts to be sold in a solid and stable market.

About the Art Shop
In the Bolongtang studio, there is always a place for mahogany. Mahogany products in the
exhibition hall bring beauty and culture. The store sells mahogany products, including
mahogany tea trays, ornaments, copper pots, and Jingdezhen ceramic tea sets.
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At Hua Quan: Redwood Series and
Copper Art Exhibition

INTRODUCTION

Yu Shuhe - 余書和

Artist Profile
In 1996, Yu Shuhe went to Zhuhai, Zhejiang, Dongyang, Shanghai, and Putian in Fujian
Province to study wood carving skills.
In 1999, he founded the Buddha Image Craft Factory and established the Pingdiao Production
and Operation Department and the Putian Guanghua Temple Sales Department. During this
period, he received mentorship from the national masters and solidified his place in the
Putian craft world.
In 2009, in response to the government's campaign, they vigorously developed the Yujiang
carving industry. With the support of the Yujiang County People's Government, the Industrial
Park, and the Sculpture Industry Command. They purchased 10 acres of land together with
Hong Yanqi in the Yujiang County Industrial Park. Yujiang County Foyuan Arts & Crafts Co.,
Ltd.

About the Art Shop
BaiYi Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. has more than 60 professional technicians, specializing in the
production and operation of camphor wood products. The company sells beech boxes,
calligraphy and painting boxes, camphor wood craft boxes, hanging plaques, wooden crafts,
Buddhist supplies, camphor wood furniture, and customized furniture. They undertake a variety
of sculpture decoration and the products have had great success in major cities across the
country.
At Hua Quan: camphor wood craft boxes,
wooden crafts
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